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Different coil coatings, which can be offered from a certain purchase quantity, are shown. Excluded from 
the purchase quantity is RAL9010, as this color is available as standard color. In addition, reflection diffe-
rences between RAL 9010, RAL 9016 and IllumiCoat are shown.
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Carbon white zoom                      Carbon white zoom perforated
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IllumiCoat is a pre-coated aluminum finish that offers optimum diffuse light reflection. This implies 
that less light units or energy can be used while keeping an equal light performance. The reflective            
characteristics of this paint system are such that they compensate the frequently used micro perforations 
in acoustic roof and wall panels. In terms of aesthetics the finish is suiting the architectural trend towards 
full matte and textured surfaces whilst at the same time offering purity and sense of space.

Characteristics:

• Less energy is needed for equal light performance

• Full matte / textured surface with high architectural appeal

• Maximum light reflection in pre-coating (LRV > 85)

• Zero gloss providing optimum diffuse light reflection

• Ultra white color provides purity and sense of space

• Interior applications
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The principle of the EN-ISO 6719 is a measurement, using an integrating-sphere reflectometer, of the 
total and diffuse reflected light at difference angles of incidence, close to the normal surface of a test 
specimen. The above graph shows the light spectrum visible to the human eye. The middle value of light 
reflection of IllumiCoat is 76% over the total spectrum. Artificial light sources, however, have the 
majority of wavelengths between 400 & 600 nm. In that range IllumiCoat offers up to 10% higher light 
reflections than standard systems.
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Total Integrated Scattering is a surface quality measure indicating how much light is randomly deviating 
in space from a specularly reflected laser beam. The above graph shows that for virtually every angle of 
incidence the light volume is on average 5% higher than with standard systems.
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